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not be soon, we earnestly hope not; but panics with
thetr attending evils are of periodic occurrence, and
nave been «o from time immemorial.
n by this is so is not now our province to discuss,
but we wish to emphasize the fact that, before seven
years at the roost, rolls around, we shall be in the
irodst of Hard times.

Therefore it is wise to take

time by the forelock and make the most of our present
opportumtie. while we may.

Professional men and

many small details that are crowding the subject of
an already generous stock of piano literature, I feel
sure that it will be conceded to be important if not
proving to be a question necessarily vital
Prominent among the early difficulties that beset
ie ayerap pupil j3 the secure guiding of the left
hand to the bass notes. Even in the simplest accom
pamment of a little waltz the touching of the12
ZnfZ7t’

71by

their respecti''e

bmuntamea are now reaping full harvests of golden
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One word about investments.
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«>ntrol. and security and nre,
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lx our ,we and admiration at the greatness 0f the

01

»<*«•• »wfcrt ereatorTwe ^l^

prone to U into a rather silly way

Marie Ebner-Esc-henbach has said: “The character
of an artist either nourishes or destroys his talent”
As no two men are exactly alike, so do no two

trii p„~

Referring particularly to the musicians, who are

not be so extremely rare.

Talent alone is not warrant enough for the choice of
a profession; character, personality, is often a more
important consideration.

hJ

- r ?*»«■•
•* “» t«to.

What are they doing with these

gleanings? Are they wisely taking advantage of this
citron ofalfir. Are the profit8 (,

Without appreciation, without applause, no man,
east of all an artist, is likely to succeed; but the
most purely spontaneous applause—only too often out
"eighed by the irresponsible fault-finding of some
critic—the sincerest approval is but a small return
for the days and nights of anxiety which the artist
has spent on his work.

m

W

-b 0Ught under better

fb«- The frequent and iud
D
fourth finger fills the young
“ "leans of command.’ He is i„

Xo‘ alone
°f the
",‘th a feellno of

talents correspond precisely. The material in which
e artists work is all that is common to them,
ithout diligence, upon which one cannot lay stress
enough, one cannot accomplish anything in ordinary
He even; how much less, then, in art, which is concentrated accomplishment and life intensified. With¬
out diligence the greatest talent will grow rusty, as
many examples warn us.
Talent, character, and industry are, then, the sup°n 'ykich every structure of art must be raised,
o e diligent in art one must know how to he dili*
gent, how to use and develop his strength.
And Goethe says: “Before you can make what is
good you must know what good is.”
The aim of education will always be to make the
student strong, according to his talents, for the
struggle with life.
, ^be Sadler must strive, also, to estimate justly the
i i y ° his pupil, and to direct properly the growth
of that ability.
Tr-. be. bes‘ °f teachers is only- a sign-post, a guide.
er and how any wayfarer climbs the steep
ot' ar‘ depends on the traveler himself, mi
en conditioned on a thousand chances, small and
hardly to be reckoned.

O
b
‘

P
m
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' Translated by Florence Leonard.
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achievement comes, honors and money will come—
agreeable concomitants, but still only incidentals.
Voung men and women turning to art as a pro¬
fession should seriously scrutinize their hearts before
starting, ss to whether they feel the inner impulse to
dedicate their live* to it. to he, if necessary, contented
with a reasonable or modest living, and to’ make their
own artistic growth their sole aspiration, or whether
art is to be merely the means for “acquiring an un¬
deserved amount of money.”

While in a comparatively

he should bring home his

learning, digest it fully and at leisure, seek himself,

past-master in the art of clothing musical ideas it
picturesque contrapuntal devices, cannot bear to hear

of his community, and fraternize with his fellow-

*he slightest allusion to Mascagni.

musicians;

they are after all but few.-indeed. a vanishing mi¬

Instantly he was all afire, and straightening him¬

if this latter is unfeasible, the fault may

not be altogether with the “others” for a young man

self, snorted

jus

talk to me about him.

returning from

study generally

overestimates

h.raaelf-he confounds knowledge with understanding.

Water finds its own level!
mem'L

If the brook gets too bie

’ “ °Verflow*-but mostly downward, re-

young country like our* some few charlatans have
thrived by practicing imposition on the untutored

composition in sublime contempt, and being himself a

find himself, put his pride in the musical development

The Utter course U degrading, both to art and to
the person pursuing it

Now Strauss, who holds the slightest mistake ia

who directly or indirectly gave him the means and
the aspiration to study;

out:

“What!

that youngster.

Don't

There is only one place for

him. No; it’s not an insane asylum,” he said, swiftly.
He ought to be put in a conservatory and be made
to

learn

growled;

how

to

instrumentate.

‘Cavalleria,’” be

“one ought to call that Caviar-aria.”

This twist of the word into a dig both at Mascagni
SeW|h1vIuhirm0MTh0ma3aLe<>POld Damro9cb< Anton
be«d , UUi.am Mason, and a few others have done

and the Russian delicacy which Strauss detests

for this country at Urge—the enormous spread and

relished

musician* who went “west" a, musical pioneers

growing understanding of music in the larger cities—

good play on words, and when a year or so afterward

re¬

responsive surroundings until they had created a little
musical world of their own, and are. if not wealthy

by

Meyer-Obersleben,

who loves

he related it to me his eye twinkled in broad laughter.

nounced the slluremente of the Urge cities (and inci¬
dentally. also avoided their misery), lived amid un

hugely

a

nority when compared with the vast array of honest

But a few- days later we were looking over the score

s;L“',rrsh*"
P

srj?

to a Beethoven sonata, and cherish

i

of “Engelspiel.”

AU trace

of the caviar jest bad

passed beyond the recollection of the worthy pro¬

at any rate living in comfortable and financially well

fessor as he gazed helplessly at the score before him-

reguUted circumstance*.

‘T-ook at that passage for the horns,” he exclaimed.

rich live* they Beef

Small lives, but rich

very

Young a. our country'is, it

grows older day by day, and proportionate to iU de¬

2

iTuTi

“There’s no rule on earth that can' help us out
Gott I

velopment in music the chances of the charlatan di¬
mmish;

the fellow risks a terrible lot

Herr

Of course it’s

only meant for a patch of tone-color, but, three sec¬
onds in succession!”

the day of hi* final departure has already

dawned in the Urger cities, and the smaller cities do

It is interesting to know that Meyer-Obersleben*

not entice him, unless he somehow finds the means to

new opera, “Die Hauhen-Krieg,” has been accepted by

work the “social racket," and that doe, not last
we aU know.

Society pet. rest very insecure;

fad. a new sensation, the displeasure of , Udv

as

Possart, the intendant of the Munich Court Thestie.

, new

The fact that this opera is strictly comic, not unl&c

how

ever irrelevant she be muricaliy, dethrone, th™ and
—they have to move.

a

Of course, there are those who seemingly scorn the
aeqnaition of money a, a primary motive, and are in-

TZlZ *

*m' : hat *h~' ■« ’“her deceiving

sometimes not even so) with

g

sibly debts, and nothTn/nl

63’ dl3COmf°^. f*»-

m the way of achievement
retrogressed in their art

,^' ‘° 8h°W for *
nnresP<*ted,

laurels against alT'LJJjS
mind-ah, he will goofL hL

themoelve* regarding their ultimate purpore or they

himself that in his smalT wav

Imre

and not in vanity but in ™

an

inordinately

developed

bump

of

vanity

g e0Ter a“d

"

°f fabaIou-9
emb,ttere<i, selfish
admit to
*

d‘d great th'ngs;

agners ‘Meistersinger,” is none the less awe-insp*r
>ng to the pupils of the Wurzburg Music School,
" ^10m

no power on earth could convince that ti5*

yowling pedagogue of the counterpoint and harmony
classes could ever relax into a smile, or, engrossed
with a scene from the “Hauben-Krieg,” could ho*!
and pound the piano with the terrific earnestness of3
thoven or shriek in delight at some comic by-pkf
in his opera with
Artemus Ward.

the unconscious abandon of 3li

a* early as a.i>. 17# and 180, and placing the event in

respect the man who sticks to his views, especially

>icily during the reign of Marcus Aurelius.

when his views are the true ones.

Certain

it is, however, that she lived at Rome, was of noble

Let those who seek a popularity based on a low

birth, and suffered her fate from the hands of pagan

standard have all

sealota for refusing to forswear her vows made to
Christianity.

they

can

gain.

Our aim shall

be to work unceasingly to spread a love for all that
is good in music and to increase the earnest cultiva¬

Her life, as it is rcllected from the deep twilight of

tion of the highest and best that music can be to us
and can give to us.

history and viewed by the intelligent curiosity of to¬
day, leaves little to be desired in the way of sweet¬
ness ami purity of enthusiasm or greatness of senti¬
ment and romantic interest

ST. CECILIA IN ART AND POETRY.

Reared in the bosom

of a family actuated toward the highest expressions of
St. Cecilia. (JUlicfiy DonteUd.)

cultur. by an earnest belief in the teachings of Paul

BY REV. H. T. HENRY.

of Tarsus, St. Cecilia early manifested a holv ardor
for the religion of her parents, and subsequently re-

As may be learned from the sketch of St. Cecilia

«lved to delicate herself to the service of her chosen

n the preceding column, the Christians of her time

fc.th.

What

\alemnus

the kindred arts of painting

Shortly after, Valeri

together with hi. brother, who'had also em-

and

poetry.

braced the teachings of Christianity, were seized by

ism

is

»nus

the pagan authorities and beheaded, while the virginwife was doomed
fading

to death through

torture,

fhi,

an executioner was sent to Cecilia’s palace

h,;r •,so- s°

d^

thr^ t
' b0W'V"’ that h“
lived for
hroe day, after, and though mortally wounded eon

"ard develop^ W“h

8"PP°* after-

The music of the earlv church was a i-.fi,
geneous mass taken from various sources
bers who were Jewish bv bin*
.

So
111086 mera-

tinned to preach the doctrines of her faith to such

Greek'songs toTheir 2 “dliV6d in Gree<* adapted
used theSri

dted

pagans

were

converted.

After

her

death

a

ps-ims used^by tL eLIv KerrCCUStomed-

whichjn 821 A.n., her body and the remains of her

"»

brother were translated.

This sanctuary

of Raphael and Delaroche.
These poets and painters are
but typical of the vast sym¬
bolic homage rendered to the
But this universal homage is

Z r r'-T * pUctd °P°n

The music of the earlv
purely vocal since the ' ,

founded on the fiction that
the saint was an instrumen¬

(a. o»d j. Van Eyck.)

tmns ®ust have been
...

01 inst~ - «■

the""

Dryden and

saint as the patron of music-

at-complahments of St. Cecilia, faet Lve, anT"?
and tke
legendary lore w.th which the Catholic church i, M

pages - of

Pope and from the canvases

if

J** ” *”f,e "*"• »f noUt’oTTJ1"”' T!l’r,‘
transmitted from generation £
30n?3 "ere
tradition only.
t0 deration by oral

iTed ^.
^ reP*ired ,nd IWuslv decora**u* Thu much history tdb us.
tn fho *
• ,

stares us in the face from
the

^

Mmband

founded

founded on fiction. The fact

o whRR°mM <*****•

antiphonally, and since all esteeS^Tt 7” ?“ted
assm in the service the
^ 1 a PnviIege to

Rome into

fiction

on fact, but rather a fact

TSrnn

r* “»-"p

This symbol¬

not—like so many

others — a

v ,

effort that in that short space of time over four hum
ehweh was erected over her house in

Cecilia repre¬

defined by her symbolism in

whom she succeeded in converting and

who was led to respect her vow.

St.

sents in music is adequately

However, she was forced to wed with a certain

2£-

tal musician or, at least,
a singer.
It is interesting, however, to know that

er poetry nor painting, from the earliest time*
n even to the fifteenth century, surrounded her

doe* not appear
remedy

this.

service, usually attended at St. Bride’s

in the lmt of Roman

martyrs daring the third century.
Cecilia's

martyrdom

To

Church, which included a choral service

has

and anthem with orchestral accompani¬

been referred to Sicily, between A.D. 176

ments often

and ISO;

and performed by a large body of musi¬

but this is not as well sup¬

composed for the occasion

cians, the company adjourned to another

ported a* the former version.
Pope Symmactius. a.D. 499, mentions

place, usually Stationers’ Hall, where an

the Roman ehurch which was rebuilt in

ode in praise of music, written and com¬

824 by Paschal, who was informed by the

posed for the occasion,

saint in a dream where to find her body.

after which the company sat down to a

He exhnmed it and those of Vuterianus

feast.

was performed,

Fiburtius, and Maxuman and nine hun¬

The fine ode by Dryden is the first of

dred maiden* and deposited them all in

the noble literature to the Christian Muse

the new ehurch, a* objects of worship.

which

In

Congreve,

1301 Cardinal Sfondrati,

nephew of

England

has

d’Urbey,

raised.
Addison,

Shadwell,
and Pope

Gregory XIV, again rebuilt the edifice,

are

from which church he derived his title of

Blow, Draghi, Clarke, Handel, Pepusch,

cardinal, s dignity still represented in the
Roman College of Cardinal*.

p. 230.

The little manual attached to a few pipes

and played with one hand, with which Van Eyck and
hi* contemporaries represent her was a production of
the centuries immediately preceding the rmaUmncr
The musical character of Cecilia must be sought
elsewhere in the survival of preehristian popular cus¬
toms.
When Europe was Christianized it was a coropara-

*+£* '”k to p'reu*,fc th* population to accept
the Christian dogmas;

the thing that proved impos-

»We was to eradicate the system of holidsvs merrv
makings, and pageantry that the earlier religion had
grouped about the solar myth*. The*. the population
p«®«ed in; under wh.t name .fi<J no#

Purcell.

rise to that fine series of hymns and de¬

Sr. cram.

scriptive musical poems in which English

angel who forbids her marriage in Chaucer's poem;
for the excellent reason that there were no organs in

while

The Cecilian odes in turn have given

tenth muse appear*.

A

poets;

vals.

time no hint of Cecilia’* future career a*

but she does not sing, much less play the organ, and

her

and Bovee have set odes for these festi¬

In all this

She is made to speak of a guardian

among

m £
r "*** 0f which
have definite infer"
" “ U ** de Musiqne. 1571, at Evreux in
P™k nl
T °elebration o{
and eomve Jm
****** °f the
high mass
and a r
P
P*rformed on the feast-day-'
and a requiem mass for the souk of the departed
founders on the morrow
i
.
ue parted
mass on the
was given after
for the best moktl
U
pnZes Were awardcd
Such great comm ^
S°nS8' airs’ and sonnets.
KustacK CaZT^ “ °r,',nd° d<;
and
petitions.
' "<npn“'w,niif‘rsinthesecom-

literature is so astonishingly rich.

The

English poetry on music is so much finer than con¬
temporary English music itself that it seems to have
been

fed

on

yearning.

The

Cecilian

literature of

England was noble, pure, and of most delicate insight.
English literature of music is not necessarily Greek,
but the literature of St. Cecilia herself was thoroughly
classical, and sprang directly from the dominion of
Greek and Latin studies.

The poets that cultivated

her fame most assiduously, like Dryden. Addison, and
Pope, were the leaders in the classical school.

The

appearance of the saint on Italian canvas arose from
similar conditions of mind,—she is the product of the

in^hktcu,tolyo?^rie8,10f Christianity it was the
chureb-iL frail t
’a"erS t0 —bl“ - the
afternoonand-°T . ^ ™d ^»d the

*■*—* -

nsxztss:

Italian renaissance, and the poet-artists who gave her
risible form were saturated through and through with
Greek learning and Greek art.
To the Italian artist, as to the English poet, Cecilia
"a? the muse of music, the heavenly maid.

On invo¬

letters

more

achievements.

apparent

requirements

and

actual

In other words, the young violinist,

from the very beginning of his studies, and because
of the nature of the various demands which are neces¬
sarily made upon the left hand, easily concludes that
the heft hand performs all actual technical work, and
that the bow is employed tor the chief (if not the
sole>

purpose

of setting

the

strings

in

vibration.

Sooner or later he discovers the charm and difficulty
of an almost endless variety of bowings;

but tliis

does not seem materially to increase appreciation of
the true obstacles to artistic achievement.

Often,

perplexed by his inability to reproduce that which he

elements of violin technic, and prove invaluable to
the student who endeavors to master their contents.
In conjunction with this subject, it would be well
to dwell, for a moment, on the inadvisability of en¬
couraging young pupils to play a great deal in the
upper positions. This is a very grave, but common,
error among teachers who are anxious to exploit am¬
bitious pupils. Such lack of wisdom or conscientious¬
ness often has serious results in after years, inasmuch
as the struggling, but incompetent, pupfl develops
faulty intonation in his strenuous efforts to accom¬
plish what is really beyond him-at least bevond
him from the viewpoint of a natural and healthy

so clearly conceives, he attributes his inefficiency to
some undiscovered weakness of the left hand.

Grop¬

, '

auvlcc on such a s«bjeet is, naturally, ou

ing blindly and in Die wrong direction to ascertain
the precise nature and degree of such difficulty, his
efforts and experiments are necessarily fruitless.

Only

after be has arrived at a fair appreciation of the seri¬

« th" VZUOV f°r the needs of
P“Pil will no
fit the needs of another; and the really gifted pupi
accomplishes with the utmost ease that which th.
untalented struggle for in vain. But a safe. genera

ous import of right arm technic does he truly begin
to expand his art

Only then does he begin to assail

the numerous technical problems that confront him
daily, with fruitful vigor and intelligence.

Then, and

then only, does technic attain for him broader and

to the |a'<,,Uredly that °f COnflnin" ‘be Pupil’s wort
to tl e lower positions during the first two years o
“ft-- Such * “-me cannot fail to add strong
l: the fin^T

* “ We" “

of id

nobler usefulness, and, in its completeness and higher
meaning, enable him to achieve something worthT
the name of art
-

correspondent

**
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ANSWERED.

question

who

** •dvi*ed on th*
of supplementary

work
connection with
Hennings Method’ has made a request not easily

uia ULL

.

was the possessor of i

of a d^bt
,1
.

whVi°rn’
be'VOnd a"? Poesi
, h"n 1 questioned him as to its sti

v; i i

pride™d

and he answered: ^TVhv
once s.lt

upon

broken 'into more'

IL

P'«

two^hu

complied with except on the broadest possible basis
of suggestion.

WutifuIIy

“Henning's Method," like many works

of similar character and purpose, is merelv an in¬

f-e the accident"

structive book to be utilized as a guide and a help
to the beginner.

It can hardly be considered as aim

mg at anything higher than a mere initiation into

Prized!
Nicholas Amati, but

'DStn“ than * "a

T”

"aS '
£?T*

extraordinary ex^rienee of havin^nto^

*

\ I BRA TO.

*

*

The vibrato, more perhaps than any other feature

of violin-playing, excites the
ambition of youthful players, and seems to represent
to them the very pinnacle of musical joy and aspira¬
tion. This oscillation of the finger is to them a con¬
stant delight; and until they can produce a toneeffect resembling in some degree the results of a good
tibrato, their happiness is incomplete, and violin-play¬
ing is devoid of all charm and elegance. That the
vibrato is a peculiar and, often, dangerous accomplish¬
ment, no one knows better than the teacher who, so
frequently, finds it a serious impediment in the de¬
velopment of a healthy and beautiful tone. Often it
is advisable,—if not absolutely necessary,—entirely
to eliminate the vibrato from the pupil’s work; for
not only may it mar, but actually destroy, a per¬
formance otherwise admirable.
Few violinists, indeed, can remember their earliest
acquaintance with the vibrato. It is, perhaps, no
exaggeration to say that, in most cases, the vibrato
is an unconscious acquirement. At any rate, it is
taught but rarely, as little need exists for pedagogical
assistance. The average pupil is so delighted with
that wavering and intensified tone that he requires no
u rging to make the first awkward experiments that
precede the acquirement of the vibrato. These early
and eager attempts soon form into a very strong habit
which, more often, the teacher finds imperative to
repress rather than encourage.
Betore attempting to acquire the vibrato, all pupils
lould learn its true mission and possibilities. It
a general misconception among inexperienced players
at the vibrato is the chief mechanical means of
tautifjing tone. This accounts, perhaps, for the
uncommon zeal they display in acquiring it. 1°
reality, the causing of a vibrato lends additional
warmth to the tone by means of the intensifyfflS
process of oscillating the finger. In other words, the

erty to escape the rapacity of the pashn. and reserve

and possibly it is still strong within you, but do nol

Interior and

grow discouraged if you do not see enough of noble

all

their display of wealth

for their

avoided retirementa."

ness in every-day life to keep your faith warm, or if

It is dilficult to say why we are so ashamed of

when you reach out for it, people hide it behind a

these fair “interiors,'' or to let the best that is in

brusque or frivolous exterior.

ns out to the common light of day.

people may think it necessary to mask it;

I suppose some¬

It is there, thougl
so plat

diploma coming from such an institution.
A

teacher

who

unqualifiedly

recommends

for a

position a pupil that is not competent to fill it places
himself in much the same position as did this un¬
principled college.
Teachers have calls for recommendations for various

thing of it is that, not seeing other people do so, one

to it.

grows to consider one's self the only person possessed

any other way, and if, in your music you will always

another city to continue the study of art, and so on.

appeal to the higher nature of those about you, you

W here is the harm in giving them this asked for en¬

will never yourself be tempted to descend into trivi¬
ality.

and honestly merited.

of a beautiful inner life, and dares not display it for
fear of being found a most singular creature.
not so;

It U

vonr noblest sentiments are familiar to the

humblest ones of earth.

I can remember, in mv early

girlhood, having great ideals.

I panted to display mv

brave thoughts, but, after getting into quite a tremor
in the efTort to make one sentiment face the multi¬
tude, I would find, to my astonishment, that no one
was in the least impressed!

And why?

Just because

everyone else thought quite as good, and better things,
than I!

It took me a long time to find out that

everyone else thought as nobly as I, owing to the fact
that the majority of people aired the beautiful side
of their natures as seldom as did I.

So it is.

Almost

everyone is capable of quite as high and fine musical
thought as you are. so in playing remember this, and
enter to the better nature which you know to be in
everyone.

By music you will discover it as surely as ii

\ou have played cheap music much as you have

swept over us is going to eclipse temporarily all good
music or not

There has always been cheap music,

hut the very boldness, the effrontery, of this present
fad makes it dangerous.
refined homes.

It has entered into the most

who doe* not play it

Girls go on decorously with

the study of their fugues, inventions, and sonatas
but they play cakftenlkn
demands them;

Small wander!

Everyone’

the best musical magazines publish

them; everyone else plays them, and, so, whv not?
Think a moment.

couragement?

None, provided it be honestly given
A recommend can be so worded

that it is complimentary to the bearer in various ways
and not be misleading.

•t, simply because everyone else does, and because it

her instructor careless and unsatisfactory work, it is

is a general way of expressing a certain camaraderie
But there is a better camaraderie to be found amom,

When a pupil has done for

pretty safe to say that her work as teacher will par¬
take

of

this

same

careless

element.

Pupils

un¬

those higher selves which we keep so closely tucked

wittingly reveal their real nature in the every day

away out of sight, and people will feel much more

work they are doing.

kindly toward you if you let them see that you be

Here is an illustration from real life.

A lady w*ho

lieve them possessed of a cultured musical taste, and

had studied some ten or more years ago, and who had

capable of appreciating the best, than if you

bv

demonstrated her unfitness for any position in the

playing them “just anything,” make them feel that

musical realm, either as student or teacher, applied

you think them incapable of enjoying music above
ww 8»enige.

for a “recommend as teacher of music,” saying “That

If people ask you to play common things, it is

very

though she had not studied for several years and,
although her time was bad, she could read notes firstrate and thought she might be able to get a few

you w,H enjoy this much better,” and then play for

pupils, provided she could obtain a recommendation;
also that she was trying to secure a divorce from her

ner som TthT7

most corr«* 'man-

husband and wished to show the court that she could

relrotTf
s'7 mUSiC Which -Vour ^acher has
elected for you, and see if you will not have foven

support herself

«b.».«.«

recommendation as evidence in case it was needed.

ptauu„ tUn th(y i>d • «

and

children,

and

would

use this

Suffice it to say the request was not granted.

People have come to consider it in

the light of a “good joke.” and I know scarcely a girl

one wishes a church position, one to go to

used slang, without really thinking anything about

it rests largely with you young people who are
studying now whether this rag-time wave which has

purposes:

sanctum of art.
U and n^dyiDg ClaSSiCa' mU3i'T

Many

intelligent people are lost when they clamber into the

I am so used to hearing girls say: “What
My fo,lcs d°n’t like

It is difficult walking upon the ice¬

mZzzxriszs'.iL:ri

fields unless one is prepared for it.

i"‘10
music, and she pleased me v,r^ P
*
J°7 500,1
me one dav that in
,,
Tery ““eh by telling
7 that at home they like the “Songs With¬

any more than the inability to keep one’s accounts

o“,7£r,xrr

"*'

The ability to read

notes and keep poor time is not enough to warrant
the giving of a recommendation as teacher of music,
indicates the musician.
upon what one really is.

After all, it really depends
The man is the best recom¬

mend, and no other will suffice.

1-essons by mail is a pretty idea.

only a little, not mure than half-way down, and is
discontinued before the next tone begins to vibrate.

Harmony has

been taught in this way with fair results, but art

Thia latter use is almost universal in melody playing,

cannot he transmitted by mail.

among artists, even in such pieces as the Bach inven¬

example.

tions and similar work.

pic.-, and then try to feel how they ought to be

accented note* only.

It would be used upon the

Artists also sometimes play the

pedal with every note in a series, for the same purpose.
These uses of the

pedal are never marked

music, and they cannot be rxactly taught;
or

elsewhere,

when

the

tone

Then sing them with your fingers.

Later on.

get lessons, if only for a few weeks, from a good
teacher.
s

is

through the first seven chords in the direct motion;
later in the reverse motion; still later in the two hand

dence

m music.

The Etude and it is my great help and guide
As both teacher and pupil I have heard

teach this ualesa you have first of all trained the pupil

[people of supposedly good sense advocate a change of

to hear the harmonics and sympathetic resonance, as

teachers.

Your second question I am not able to answer.
depends upon the hand.

hands which never offer the difficulty you mention
others have soft muscles and not much of them and
very

loo*,

joint,.

These

take

longer.

Now, ,f my present teacher is an up-to-date

enthusiastic, well-trained, experienced teacher, have i
any reason for leaving one who understands my needs

It

Some pupils have cloaely knit

You’will

Take with it the
Learn each one of

Please answer the following questions under the

used a tittle by good players.

shown in the pedal exercises in Volume IV of “Touch
sod Technic.-*

that book of my “Graded Course.”
“Book I of Studies in Phrasing.”

head of ‘Utters to Teachers,’ as I have great confi¬

along a chord track (arpeggio) the pedal is generally
But it is not safe to

Supposing you to be of limited technic, but capable
of beginning with the third or fourth grade, take up

Take at the same time Mason's “Arpeggios” and go

In the

chain

slow—avoid all excess.

these thoroughly well, so that it sounds like a song.

the sensi¬

tive student has to find them oot for himself.
inventions

in the

sung.

It requires the living

Learn what phrases are, find them in your

have to look out and avoid excess in every direction.
Too much power, too slimpsy a touch, too fast, too

■'b^Tlef ,° g0J" TCh °f ‘"CW Sty,e’’ ,differen‘ i^as,’
b onder

teachmg,.’

etc;

anything other

ca|wble teacher can give me?

than

my

I refer more especially

to expression and style in piano-playing. Could such
a course benefit me in any way?_A. T M ”

positions.

Practice a good deal in 6’s, 9’s, 12’s, 18 -

8 s, 16’9, and the rhythmic tables.
M ork about half an hour a day upon arpeggios
and go on next day where you left off.

When you

have completed one grade take the next.

When you

can play all my first book in phrasing, take “Book II”
You can also play three or four salon pieces in each
grade.

This course, taken in connection with some

study of musical form (my “Primer of Form” is clear
and good) and perhaps a good primer, and you ought

shorten the time if you first of all eause the pupil to

to improve.

ob-rrve the difference in the position of the joints

bad habits in one way or another, which a living

and to tell by feeling which way she is playing.

In

«d»r to get good melody the finger has to be rather
firm between the hand and the point.

Teach how to

art the finger, the touch being made with the cushion
and not absolutely upon the tip end. and then recur
to the subject as often a. the fault appears.

In

fflther words, generate conscientiousness in the pupil
TH» » very difficult to do. and with some ,bnJt in,-'

}r?"h,iV_°th'n *iU

it in a short Urns
The defect m your teaching is in oat making the pupil
more earful.

If the touch comes right in the exec

erses, the teaching i, right so far;
not applying it to the playing.
A

low

position

i* universal

There » no harm m it.

now

the failure j, in

...
rnore vanet

W

<»■ parents. Some think
others think that it is better

‘,han t0 fly *° 0tbers

know

Ptav wen r k
"S °f 8 variety °f teachei
artist"who h
?J'V° ** th* firat ^ptio
tw o or th Jla3t 9t"d,ed many
h«s- of cou
m at difTerent
Bui
vestigating you will find that the good wc
mamlv been done nndcr one, or under an eler
*nn an advanced. If thesp ar* ™
.
"ill he done.

competent, th

There are times when a student gets in i ,

But you will almost certainly acquire

teacher would have saved you from.
you play now and then.
*

among artists.

SLwi.’T.T*".«
If V

A

***** yon, change to a bet

" -V°U d° Dot find yourself improving one ye;

*

*

me the meaning of the line with
turned-up ends that I find often in The Etude and
in some music?
Please

tell

Give some instances where the hand-staecato touch
is preferable to that of the fingers?—D. H. M.”
The biasing line under the bass indicates where the
pedal begins and ends.
and not by others.

Teach the child how to use

There is no help

from this, unless you have some discreet person hear

It.is used by some publisher?

It was at first thought to he

more exact, but experience does not bear out this vie®.
All marks are imperfect.
All repeated chords in quick motion are played with
hand-staccato, all very heavy chords which have to

‘
o

f

That to the highest doth attain.”

is strouger or weaker according to the amount of vital
energy;

but in every case it grows stronger with

exervi-c.

When the child works from his own volition

his iuterest is thoroughly aroused, and he becomes
conscious of power—the sure pathway to successful
achievement.

It is the exercise of self-activity, which

IS the essence of real education.

The teacher should

clearly distinguish between muaical instruction and
musical education.

They are often used as synony¬

mous terms, hut in reality are opposite principles.
Instruction, as the etymology of the word implies,
is a pouring in of knowledge.

Education, on the other

hand, is a drawing out of the faculties.

The former,

Every institution in the world is familiar with the
oome leaeners who have followed thus far will per¬
haps be thinking:
recreation;

steady habits of work?”

becomes wearisome, for the average child does not
but education, which is the

exercise of the child's own creative faculty, keeps him
continually on the alert
Tnia Self-activity must Work according to
the Child s own- Nature.
How else could it be self activity ?

'

heartily that which we like to do.

We do most

Take away the

rest of play from our sports, and who would put forth
the same amount of energy if the game were con¬
sidered simply as a task of work?

In play every¬

thing is idealized, and the player loses sight of the
effort in reaching forth after the ideal.
It will be seen, then, that imagination is a neces¬
sary factor in play, and it follows that play is an
exercise of the imagination.

Now, the value of a

trained imagination in the musical student cannot be
overestimated.

Without it there can be no soul of

beauty

music, nor any inspiration.

ln

the

It

is

to

see visions and dream dreams.”

That

The child's mu¬

sical .mages will necessarily be simple, but they will

It is hopeless to expect a little child

to see things as a trained teacher sees them.

This is true all through life.

through the miagination that the musician is able

There is where

so many teachers fail to secure the full co-operation

>4 the child.

The answer to this is that

through play we can get the most effective work
done.

even when suited to the child's understanding, soon
care much for theory;

“Yes, play is all very well as a

but ought not the child be trained to

T?

", "Tr*

a richness 2

will come with time and experience, as the rose will

mterVal '8 Vast
the child and
the great composer. and yet it u a differ(mce q{ d

unfold its petals from the rosebud;

rather than of kind.

but as we would

not he foolish enough to pluek open the bud to get
at the rose, neither should we anticipate the natural

From the child's simple play.

iniages there u> an unbroken sequence up to [he Mori
^ imagination of Handel's “Messiah'' or wl^s

process of development in the child's mind.
There must he mutna) understanding and sympathy

thU^nengebnt

between teacher and pupil, and yet the child cannot

MU*
* -id Mong
We e8Ve 11 f0r tte P^ent to consider
the

bridge the gap which separates his mind from that
of the teacher.

chnd b-* ^ 2

cannot come to the teacher, the teacher must go to
the child.

And this calls for that fine faculty-—a

sympathetic imagination.

Here is the test of the’resl

with little faith;

he never absolutely sacrifices him¬

self, and shortly he has a fall from grace that is veri¬
tably a cruel hump.
In music this Individual

(the Man, and he has a

sister, the Woman) is not uncommon.

He wants (1)

to sing for his own amusement; or (2) to learn enough
harmony to write two-steps;

or

(3)

to take a few

piano lesions so as to play his own accompaniments.
And if you will teach him these arts he asks: “Will
it take long?”
Teachers

invariably

regard

him

This is because he is so inevitable.

pessimistically.

Here is a case, in

point, not from music, hut from life.

If the reader

wants to get better acquainted with the original let
him see Mr. Arthur Morrison’s sketch.

A youth of

slobbery sentimentality had a pronounced aptness for
stealing.

After

having

been

punished

for various

forms of the offense, he determined to lead a better lifeHe was hungry when he made this resolution; the rain
fell cruelly on his unprotectedness;

he was wet to the

skin and had no place where he might go for warmth
and comfort.

His resolution came to a climax oppo¬

site a church door.

The lights were bright;

thing looked cheerful;
safe asylum.

every¬

and besides, the place was a

So he went in, passing, as he did so, a

little old lady who was selling warm sausages on the
side-u alk;
shippers

and as he took his place among the wor¬

he

did

not

know

what

was

uppermost,

As he became

"arm and drowsy his desire to pass forever from the

med found that the mountain would not come to him.
If the child

Something prompts him to desire much, hut he enters

warmth, sausages, or the better life.

An old story says that when Moham

he wisely decided to go to the mountain.

Individual who samples its goods on the outer edge.

k

. -

.

-

“ “ims activ

fils hL^f1^.
CO'°Peration * “ thin
h™SeU obl* t0 do. He likes to be

"ay of sin grew stronger, and the result was that
to the last fervent call for those who will this day
repent, he stepped forth.
the church.

tw™0:of *>me daty’and
best efforts to prove trustworthy.

He was the last to leave

When he reached the door, the sausage

woman was preparing to go home.

On the top stone

of the wall where she had been seated there was »

yet you take them.

Why not as readily learn the

pieces your teacher selects lor you?

Your teacher is

as anxious to give you the best as you are to have
it.

Keally. now, does it not seem a trifle presumptuous

for a youngster to set up his groundless whims against
a teacher's experienced laste and judgment?
• • •

to be a profitable exercise.

learned.

1* iske points out that the needed habit is the faculty

lmd to be exhausted by numberless etudes.

Some

for research;

that with it the learner has a scheme

for learning;

and that his scheme is probably of

are written is because we get tired teaching the old

greater value than the subjects to which he applies

Why not invent new scales and major and

novelties?

f Wonder if teachers and students have considered
the advantages of learning many short pieces—pieces
that require no more than from two to four minutes
tw play.
It takes less time to learn a short piece than

a

ough
m

so that teachers be interested with

The etudes to be practiced by a pupil

to be reduced to the lowest number possible
they ought to be such as will truly serve his

technical development;

his musical sense should find

superabundant nourishment in strictly musical pieces.
•

long

one, so the student does not get weary of the practice

*

it.

Hence not so much what we may make him know;

but how we teach him so that he proceeds to find out
what he wants to know is the basis of judgment in
education.

•

A NEW VIEW OF GOING ABROAD.

Helena m. maguire.
KARL VICTOR.
One great obstacle in phrasing is the bar which

as these may embody different characteristics, the

separates measure from measure.

student will find each a different lesson in interpre¬

I suppose from long continued counting, have the

Children somehow

Every player should have from five to ten short

I sometimes wonder if “going abroad” is quite so
heinous an offense as it is depicted.

I know that I en¬

joyed it, and it did me good, and no one condemned me

tation. and when learned, he will have pieces for all
Umes and occasions and to suit all tastes.

while items

of knowledge may pass away after serving us tem¬
porarily.

phrasing and the bar.

of it, and therefore he can work it up to a higher de¬
More pieces can be learned, and,

Activity applied is a habit, an applica¬

tion of Power that may endure forever;

gree of finish with more interest than he could a
longer composition.

In his work on “Civil Government” John

musician said the reason why so many new etudes

minor chords;

MADAME A. HtlUX.

the act of learning as of more value than the thing

literature; naturally every new technical development

ones!

SHORT PIECES.

The subject of etudes

forms an important chapter in the history of piano

for it.

■>-. w

*p,,'“

There is ever so much written abont those who

go to V ienna and gaze in ecstatic hopefulness at a certain
doar in the Karl Ludwig Strasse, meanwhile trying to

pieces ready to play, of different styles, as, for ina snappy tarantella, a dreamy evening tong

find the German words for: “ Is the Professor at home?

or Inllaby. a bright little valse or maxourka, a dainty

and would he give me lessons, so that I may teach his

stance;

romanxa or barcarolle, and perhaps a variation on a
popular air.

a hreak^he‘best th* T? ** °Ver a bar without

V* **

In other wo^ i^ffii

ii Tha* ** *be way the novelist paints him (it is usually
her ). Bat I have been in Vienna and watched them

There is one occasion when the short piece will
prove your friend.

him and her), and asked them how they were succeeding,

If R b, known that you play you

w.il be invited to play;

ow long they were going to stay, how is yonr Geiman

when you go to make visits

or when strangers comt to see you.

Sometimes these

invitations are given ont of politeness.

How do you

know whether these people really like music or not

I never met one who was not
‘nnp'red to do good work, at almost any sacrifice.
coming on? and all that.

srirsis - >

ev say one gets hard knocks in Vienna.

long intricate composition, perhaps incomprehensible

mg is certainly u““U9Ihcet0P"Sent™eth°d °f Ph™'
pendieular, heavy lines which7’ ** ^ strai2ht- per-

to them, they will either listen to you out of polite¬

*re much more 'calculated to

If y.»u are so thoughtless or tactless as to begin some

method in New York State next spring?”

•«»* indefinite wf-wT
imes Wh“h

,

th® Ineasures
B haIt” tha* the
ever are just right.

One gets

ard knocks anywhere, if one is inclined to become
aste by being chastened; and, according

to good

ant ority, that is the only way. I am becoming convinced

t _a^ P*°P'e want to know more in order to be more; and
I think it a good reason.

w^m
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nized by the trained esthetic sense.
technic of rhyme-making

and verse-formation,

Indeed, the worl

but

cannot be properly rendered by anyone who does no

how many of his readers could analyze correctly from

feel them in playing it, and they can be eloquentl;

that stand point the poem they so much enjoy, or give

described in a general way by one possessing a littli

the scientific names for the literary devices employed;

gift of language and some imagination;

but mam

or how many of them would care to hear it done, or

people find it hard to grasp abstract emotions withou

be the better for it if they did?

The public expects

a definite assignable cause for them, and are incal

effects, not explana¬

culably aided if told that the study was written a;

results, not rules or formulas;
tions of stage machinery;

food and stimulus for the

intellect, the emotions, the imagination, not recipes of
how it is prepared.
The

value

of

testheticnl

analysts

is

to every good composition, more easily accessible and
mors readily assimilated, by a judicious selection and
partial predigestion, so to speak, of the different artis¬
tic elements in a given work, and a certain preparation
of the listener to receive them.

This is, of course,

especially true in the case of the young, and those of
more advanced years, to whom, owing to lack of traintag and opportunity, musical forms of expression are

Where such data cannot be found concerning a com
position, one Can make the content of a work fairh
clear bv means of description, of analogy and com

and ali are leg,timate,-which will produce the desire'e
result

namely, to concentrate the attention of the

echo the harmonious soul-utterances of the Maker’s

*°
^ to fuU-V reeei^ and
proper impression, to tune up hi«

emotional or descriptive content, either with or with¬
out the aid of definite knowledge concerning the cir¬
cumstances of its origin, and expressing it plainly in
a few, simple, well-chosen words, comprehensible by

Fruit that ripens

*

The young mind must

*

facility in any occupation.
*

*

*

Equal forces counterbalance each other.

Unequal

forces betray their vary ing weight.
*

*

The cultivated musician may study a Madonna by
Raphael, the painter a symphony by Mozart, with

“fore usZ - a-7r breathM thr0USh hi9 instrument
oetore using it, to warm it, to bring it m> to
k

“'ul “ ■» w*
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equal advantage.

Yet more:

in

the

sculptor the

actor’s art becomes fixed, the actor transforms the

The plan of -esthetic analysis, in more or less com

sculptors work into living forms, the painter turns

fonn. wa, used by nearly all of the great teach

a poem into a painting, the musician sets a picture to
music.

P

palpably self evident becomes their own erring need
of it

its

*

*

prove them to be deficient; and the more loudly they

composition,

*

It is not a good thing to have acquired too much

student or the listener on the most important element!

kind to awake them to a perception of other factors

significance of a

*

Warn the youth who composes.

by any means, in short,-am

«stoet,c nature to the required key, so it may re-

.Esthetic analysis consists in grasping dearly the

*

turns the

often unlearn theory before it can be put in practice.

impression:

But there are also very many musicians of established

essential artistic

(melody) has

the most power, but the king (harmony)
scale.

little imaginative word-pictures, embodying the gam.
genera

position who are sorely in need of something of the

cry against it as useless and illegitimate, the more

*

The queen

too early falls before its time.

reijlnd0 to^tl
respond to the

faculties, in which both their playing and theories

*

panson, by the use of poetic metaphor and simile, bv

whom the musical idiom is still more or lem strange.

to develop their imaginative and poetic

*

At last they hear the grass growing in Haydns
*

had been taken and sacked by the Prussians.

*

“Creation.”

Music resembles chess.

m a composition, to show him what to listen for and

play of skill;

*

Polish patriot, on receipt of the news that Warsavi

somewhat unfamiliar, or, in other words, those to

in musical art besides sensuous beauty and the dis¬

I love not the men whose lives are not in unison
with their works.

the expression of Chopin's feelings, and those of even

undeniably

greater, in rendering this food and stimulus, contained

without the music and the music without the score.

music , k„
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He who is anxious to preserve his originality is
danger of losing it.
* # *
Do not forestall time;

give the old master as 1

study to the young, but do not expect them to carry
plainness and simplicity to the verge of affectationTeaeh them to make an intelligent use of modem
technicalities.

If the music has been brought to the concert room
in a music roll, rolled as tight as a flfty-cent Roman
candle, it must be unrolled again and again until all
the kinks are out of it. and it wUI
straight on the piano rack.
tattered and torn

lie perfectly

If the music is of that

variety which so many performers

are fond ol carrying, it should be stuck together with

he should try to have some experienced musician turn
for him—one who can follow the music as he plays
it, and turn at the proper time.

If no one who can

be trusted to turn properly is at hand, he should
study the "turnings'’ so that he can turn for him¬
self, as nothing is more insufferable than to hear the
continuity of a musical composition broken by contmu&l stoppages.

pins and made as straight as possible before it is
played.

I once knew a professional accompanist who

made a regular business of accompanying professional

Of course, the important point is to keep the conmu.ty of the melody or subject unbroken while the

The average American man is so absorbed in busi¬
ness and making money that he has little time for
the cultivation of the arts.

It is this striving after

wealth that casts its shadow upon the musician as
well as the businessman.

It would

be difficult to

find a musician here hard at work in an attic, caring
nothing for the comforts of life, and feeling happy
in his work.
In Europe the artist is usually more ideal.

He does

not lose a bit of prestige by living modestly.
honored

is playing the melody, whichever it is, must be kept

economical life which he is forced to live.

a pocket repair kit, containing mucilage, paper, trans¬

that his work is appreciated, and that means more to

parent tape, etc., with which to repair the much tat¬

at work while the other is turning.

performer* of every description, who always carried

In the ease of a

for his

abilities,

tered accompaniment* which were brought to him.

musician of great talent he would combine the pas¬

him than good living.

He said that he frequently got parts that were so had

sages of the nght and left hands so far as it would
be possible to do so.
woul<i

stant incentive;

that they simply would not lie on the piano rack
without a vast amount of patching up.

and

He is

turning is bemg done, consequently the hand which

that atones for the
He feels

His surroundings are a con¬

his efforts are sympathetically re¬

ceived, hut never
they deserve.

credited

with

more

credit than

To make a musician of their son does not tempt

our attention u that of keeping the music going with

c o-is rarely given a t
even among fairly able musicians, while an

American parents.

one hand while the other hand turns the page, and

..,ual!y make a dead stop at the turning daw

tion associated with that profession, unless, indeed,

The next and most important part of alt that claims

They do not see wealth and posi¬

this is where good musical judgment and wide ex¬

at the music with both hands, turn over twe

it be in the case of a great virtuoso or singer.

perience stand* the performer in stead.

at once, turn back with splutter, and probat

few cases where young men receive a musical educa¬

It is clear

In the

that no invariable rule can he laid down as to just

ith dropping the music on the floor

tion, they pursue it with the idea of gaining great

what shall be played and what left out

One frequent mistake is to wait too long

skill as executants.

Of course,

if there happens to be rests in either hand just at the
bottom of the page the matter is simple enough
the hand which is free does the turning.

as

If. how-

ever, both hand* are occupied with important parts
it »# sometime* quite difficult to make the oassaee
sound passably well with one hand.

If an accom¬

urn,ng.

The best way is to stop piaving l

^and which is to do the turning L-'eraf m,

They spend hours upon hours at

their instruments, paying little attention to the music
in its deepest sense, content to use the compositions
that have been given them without a thought of how

“
has been
the mind
page and
page, and

e0d °f the P&ge'
corner
previously turned up quietlv
has irrasDed
^
^
th.n t
^ th passaSe wWch en
then turn over quietly and deftly t

they were created.
If they would devote half the time they give to
the mechanical work to solid study of harmony and

paniment to the voice or another instrument is being

lighting on the notes at the top of the y’

the various branches of study connected with com¬

played the accompanist shonld play the most impor¬

and^he music proceeding without a break
Where one has to
„

creations.

tant part of the accompaniment at the turning point,

position, they could at least make attempts at new
Very much

of the work they produced

no matter in which hand it happen* to lie. leaving

might be worthless, but where there is effort there is

the other hand to turn.

usually some result.

If the accompaniment at

this point has the has* in one hand and the chord*

All American musicians of both sexes would profit

or arpeggios in the other, he must manage to plav
both the has* and the chords or arpeggio* with the

•n advance of the notes hi*

V ^ * measurf

mnch if they paused
hensive

way

this country.

the

to contemplate in a compre¬

present

position

of

musicians in

For those imbued with the commercial

instinct, as well as for those in whom the ideal is

the family have had to go to work. It's not to be
thought of. It would injure your social prestige.”
-Vary looked disappointed and dropped her eyes.
After a moment’s silence she spoke again in a different
tone. “I shall have to have a new dress; can you
let me have the money, to-day. Papa?"
“I m afraid I can’t, my child. Your wardrobe is
very expensive. You must learn to be satisfied with
looking respectable, my means are limited, you know."
"But I don't look respectable. That’s the difficulty,”
said Mary. “That’s why I want to give music lessons.
The money I could earn would buy all these extra
things that I need, and hate so to ask for. I love to
teach: I am not satisfied to just go on self-denying,
when, by working, I could earn what I long for’ and
feel that I am useful in the world, too.”
“tV omen have no call to be useful in the world,”
said her father. “Their sphere is the home. Why
don't you help your mother in the house? Two serv¬
ants are more than I can afford; dismiss one and
seek to fulfill the duties of womanhood.”
••Do you wish me to wait on the table and wash
the front windows?” asked Mary.
“No, don’t be foolish; of course not. I wish you
would make cake; and weigh the meat The butcher
robs us. And such things.”
“The maid doesn’t make cake; but she does wait
on table and wash window,. I atn not fit for her
work, you see. Will you pay me as much for weigh¬
ing the meat and making cake as I could earn by six
music pupils at a dollar each?” asked Mary.
“If I haven’t money to give you when you ask for
it I certainly shall not throw it away on such an un¬
businesslike arrangement. Your mother pays two
dollars and a half, and Grace works all day, I don’t
ask you to do that I’ll give you a dollar a week.”
“I could better afford to buy off my time at two
and a half and pocket the difference,” said Mary.
“Fifty dollars a year would not pay for all my dress

the bread out of the mouth of those that are obliged
to depend on their own exertions!”
T don’t see how she can reconcile it with her con¬
science,” remarked the secretary. “There is the case
of Marta Benson, in Bozrah. She studied in Boston
and made herself very competent indeed, and then
just because she was tired of being idle and wanted
something to do she supplanted Miss Pettibone, who
had a mother to support and till then had had all the
teaching Of course, Maria was a better teacher than
Alt™ Jett,bone; but I thought she was much to
nnfif a” a

«
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-**«,uoone was v<

rtreir1’her pupus *p,ay •”
‘That’s true, but she needed the money, and Ma:
Benson didn t Miss Pettibone was obliged to gi
up teaehmg and app,y for the poet-office. The Z
men I

t

Wwhington and

her the appoii

wL fittTTt
didn,t seem an*hii*
■
“
,f0r’ 11 13 an example of the harm women

swered* thKTe'! t m“de me Understand exactly,” a
“Dil’t V .tr“r’ wh0 held advanced ide,
pJJ
the Parents of 1

tr

know"' Srtainlr She had a ^nius for teaching v,
ctoTh
T
WeDt h0me to ®ozrah the town h
grown qmte musical.”
n
“And I understood Miss Pettibone made a verv ™
postmistress?”
e vei7 go<
*The best they ever have had.”
Maria hasn’t takpn fVin k

s*
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per cent, of the earnings of the four workers would
be absorbed without return ? The actual situations
of life are more complex, but the idler is just as
great a tax on the community as in the more primi¬
tive condition cited.
The entrance of women into music with sufficient
capital to prosecute their profession to advantage is
the best thing that could happen. No profession can
thrive without capital. Music is not like a city woodyard, where applicants show their willingness to work
before receiving their dole. It is a profession and an
art; and the more favorable the conditions under
which it is prosecuted, the better for art and for the
community. Society grows rich by industry, not by
abstinence from industry.”
The treasurer closed the door and left the ladies,
who had heard her with respect, because, she, being
a businesswoman herself, wore a certain suggestion
of the aureole of masculine prerogative. But when
she w as fairly out of earshot they returned to the ease
of Mary and Maria. “There’s nothing to prevent their
going into the profession of music if they wish,” said
the president; “but I can tell them one thing: they
will not marry as well. They are nice girls and
promise to develop into superior women. There s
nothing the average young man is so much afraid to
undertake as a superior woman, who has shown a
liking for independence, and they’ll find it out.”
I think there’s something in what Matilda said,
though,” said the secretary. “I can’t see why the fact
that Si. Kratz joined the Populists reflects on Maria.
Yell, my husband says it does,” responded the
president, with an air of conviction. “You see, Si. has
always voted the straight ticket, and every vote
counts where there are so many more women than
men, like Bozrah. I did say that about Si.’s raising
potatoes where Maria couldn’t, myself. But he said
didn t know anything about political economy.”
“What is political economy?” asked the secretary,
w ith a slight hardness in her voice.

the parts will cause many bad progressions and not
a few dischorda, beside destroying the clearness of ttie
accompaniment. If the open diapason, the flutes, and
string toned stops together are not strong enough to
support the congregation, it is better to add the octave
(still playing in four parts), for, while this stop may
be said to double the diapason, it does so evenly and
will not destroy clearness. Adding the oboe, with
the swell open, increases the “carrying power” of the
accompaniment better than the “doubling up” process
previously mentioned.
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FINGER EXERCISES
FOR ORGANISTS.

4=5

aa^gels praise, Whose glories shine thro’ end-lase days 7
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are tied, but that the alto ami tenor pai^reTS
the sLb re a 8“toined effect t0 the whole. In
6 5lxth measure and similar places
nature, rhythm of the tune is broS Iht
the

If the organ contains only five or six "V* -0rgan‘
it will be necessary'to use sail Z T
^
and fifteenth, and possiWv to * , 1
the twe,fth
' ^ *** *

cises so beneficial to an organist as those of Kullak in

his “The Art of Touch,” and
it is doubtful if Kullak could have devised any exer¬
cises which would have suited the needs of organists
better than these, if, he had been an organist himself
and had been thinking only of organists.
These exercises, which should always be practiced
on the piano, consist of figurings for the hand, thus:
1 234 5,

-I-.:

hymn is one of preire ^1, the

*

There arc no finger exer-

I

ji

*
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it is chopped up into rhythmical divisions which give
it the triviality of human utterance, where it should
ring out like a force of Nature made vocal. Tbi3 suc¬
cession of pigmy blows is no substitute for the steady,
irresistible push of organ tone.—William Foster Apthorp (“Musicians and Music Lovers”).

Thee ? A-ehamed of Thee, Whom

«• -*>->-

“YVhat shaU I do," you ask, “when all the stops
in my organ, except twelfth, fifteenth, and trumpet,
fail to give sufficient support for the congregation?”
I should prefer to add the twelfth and fifteenth rather
than to produce a “muddy” effect by indiscriminately
doubting the parts with the left hand. Let me re¬
peat that a knowledge of harmony will enable the
organist to double some of the parts in the left hand
with good effect, but playing five notes with each
hand for every chord of the tune is not agreeable to
musical ears.
With regard to the melody of the tune, it has
always seemed to me that it should be played as
distinctly as possible; that every repeated note
should be repeated distinctly, that the phrasing of
the hymn should be observed, but. with these e.xccp
tious, that the melody should be played legato. I
do not think it necessary to play the melody in
octaves, except when the congregation is unusually
large and the natural enthusiasm for some stirring
hymn would call for it, but one must remember that
two-thirds of the congregation are not sufficiently
musical to sing a melody alone, and they naturally
depend on what they hear from the organ.
Now, about the rhythm of the tune. If the or¬
ganist ties all the notes of the tune in all four parts
that he possibly can and plays soprano and

IZ

S5:

1 35 24,

1 24 5 3.
1J5 2 J,

1J2_3 4 5.
5 1 J 4 f.

Those fingers represented fcy numerals tehich are
underlined are held down (without having struck the
keys to produce any tone) and the other figures indi¬
cate which fingers are to be played. In the first illus¬
tration fingers 1, 2, 3, and 4 arc held down on any
four contiguous keys and the fifth finger should strike
tne key any given number of times, say ten, for ex¬
ample. Likewise, in the second illustration the third
finger should strike the key ten times. In the third
illustration the fourth and fifth fingers should strike
the keys alternately ten times. The same with the
fourth illustration. In the fifth illustration the first
and fifth fingers are held down and the second finger
alternates with third and fourth struck together, and
so on.
It will be readily seen that these exercises expose
every weakness of the fingers which is of the nature
of holding down one finger and striking another, and
each organist can pick out those combinations which

nent Western teacher, and published in the Chicago
Times-Herald. It is as follows:
“William Shakespeare, who has recently lectured to
os upon voice, is a highly cultured gentleman with a
delightful candor and bonhommie of manner, who uses
the English language elegantly, expresses himself
felicitously, shows a wide and accurate knowledge of
foreign languages, and, above all. proves to be a con¬
summate musician, who handles the piano and the
musical phraseology with which he deals with re¬
freshing mastery. I am told that he hns received
some rough treatment from a portion of the press in
the East, but I am glad to say that in this city he
has been received hospitably, and has been handled
with distinguished consideration by the critics. But
one who lectures on a subject of education thereby in¬
vites discussion, and, if he charges $20 an hour for
privately imparting his ideas, dose scrutiny is posi¬
tively demanded.
“Imagination plays a great part in musical educa
tion. The master who lives at a distance, who has a
great reputation, who can cite numerous friends
among the great and glorious of the musical profes
*io*», glitters before the imagination of our amateurs
a* a ‘Lohengrin’ to an ‘Elsa.’ He is supposed to have
some occult powers—a mysterious influence with
which be can work wonders. It may therefore be
considered by some as assumption for a Westerner to
advance ideas opposed to such a prophet But when
we think of it, there is no reason why the Western
mind cannot understand the subject as well as one of
any other locality. If Mr. Shakespeare can teach
we certainly ought to be able to understand him and
to master what he has to impart His ideas are simple
enough and he has been teaching them to Americans
directly or by proxy for many years. The voiceteacher of this locality is disposed to learn from any
sonree. to compare teachings, am! then to work out
ideas in his daily professional experience. In fact,

trine of persistent relaxing. Anyone—Mr. Shakespeare
lumself—who hears a telling, ringing voice must
realize that it is not the product of a relaxed condi¬
tion of the vocal organs. A fine resonant timbre is
impossible without relaxation of such throat effort as
-

*
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thing already developed, we must know how to
cate and direct that force. Now, Mr. Shakes
takes the effort away from where it may proper
exerted and places it where it is pernicious. Whi
sings (if we allow ourselves to look beyond the cl
mg musicianliness of it), we see the sluggish s
torm of execution which is not present in a well-p
voice; we see constant resort to the mezzo vot
rained falsetto, which anyone may see would ;
we
8eneral ^ °f pUbUc ***»*. a«ch as o,
«e see he occasional burst of forcible tone made
drstincUy apparent effort, and we observe that
breathing ,s often labored. It mav be said tha,
singer ,s not in his first youth, and that he has
his voice excessively in teaching. We have i
;n ru7 the b0ard3 "h0
their
as excess,rely as he and who are no longer y(
but whose method is correct- ro..+r
‘Samson and Delilah’
*“
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last issue, beg to submit the following:
“No. 1. ‘By diligence each a goal can find.’ An ex¬
cellent motto, but does not mention music or art.
Certainly by diligence, in anything, each a goal can
find.
“No. 2. ‘Greatness and blessedness ever follow con¬
scientious diligence.’ This also fails to mention the
word music or art.
“No. 3. Tear God and bravely conquer every diffi¬
culty.’ We are again met with the same difficulty.
“No. 4. ‘Be chaste, diligent, energetic, fervent, and
gentle.’ We should do that in whatever life our ener¬
gies are directed. Again no allusions to art.
“No. 5. ‘Great difficulties are conquered by faithful
endeavor.’ Faithful endeavor applies to anything.
Art is not mentioned.
“No. 6. ‘All beautiful creations develop ever from
God.’ God is in every creation, whether it is beautiful
or not, and we find no discrimination in the motto
favoring the object of such a society.
“No. 7. ‘Build cautiously a foundation, gaining defi¬
nite ends.’ Tliis also applies generally, and ba3 no
special meaning or value.
“No. 8. ‘Art develops energy, faithfulness, great¬
ness, character, beauty.’ At last we have a motto,
the first word of which carries with it the central idea
of such a society, and is consistent throughout.
“Mo. 9. ‘Art beloved, divinely created, earth’s fair
est gift.’ This motto shows only what art is, not what
it does, and is not as good as No. 8.
*No. 10. ‘Go forward, comrades, build, encourage,
and defend.’ This motto would be an excellent one oi
the word art or artists could he made to appear. If
person who sent it would consent to have it changed,
so that it would read: ‘Go forward, artists, comrades,
build, encourage, defend,’ I think it would be much
improved.
I await with interest the publication of the g®
eral vote on the mottoes.

“M. D. K.”

is a slight undulating of the waves of sound. The
rasping, or throaty, sound referred to is absurd in the
extreme, ami muses the voiee to become harsh and
disagreeable. Itut the tremolo had better he ignored
altogether, as even in its best form it bos a tendency
to make the voiee unsteady, unreliable, and useless.
Another affectation is the absurd pronunciation of
words, as and. pronounced on-da; it. It-In; with.
leiiA-rt; sent, Xflitn; good, goo-da; w ell, icrt In;
make, mn ka, etc. All words, if articulated properly,
will be understood, but the above exaggeration is
ridiculous in the fullest sense.
To become a vocal artist, sing conscientiously, avoid
affectations, forget self, enter into the spirit of the
words and music, be reposeful, listen to worthy artists,
and if you have a good voice and good health success
will crown your efforts,—J, Harry lVArrfor.

them into all sorts of mistakes; but “harmonic and
melodic minor scales,” “principal chords in the key,”
and "the three positions of each chord" had no terrors
whatever for them. With the blackboard class I have
at present, T am trying to work in ear-training also;
hut. although the progress is sure, it is very slow.
I hope in time to evolve some scheme by which their
progress will be as rapid in this as in the memorywork. Tf any of my co-workers has anything to sug¬
gest on this subject, I shall he glad to hear it.
I hope my plan for blackboard work will he adopted
by some one else, and w ill prove as valuable to him
or her as it has to me. If so, I have not written in
vain.

PUPILS IDEALS.
nv W. J. RALT/Et.I..

VALUE OF BLACKBOARD ILLUSTRATION
FOR CHILDREN.
BY

ESTRU.A

M.

Hit LXAX

T» a young teacher from a small country town
allowed “to speak in raeetin’r1 If so, I should like
to tell the reader* of the F.ttpe about my blackboard
elasa. I read greedily all the articles telling of dif¬
ferent way* to interest small children in music; but.
as t bare seen no plan just like mine, f wish to con¬
tribute my mite to the general fund
I hare my little pupil* of the first and second
grades meet together one hour per week to learn the
"tfry" part of music. I have a roll blackboard on
irhirh several stave* are painted, which constitute*
the base of operation*. The little folks take seat*
feeing the blackboard, and something like this ensue*:
“tiara may go to the boar.! and write a treble clef “
I say

The man or woman who has risen to a eomman
position ha* done so by virtue of an ideal. Give a
an ideal, no matter how. and he will strengthen a
the line of that ideal. One striking thing about ic
>» this: They vary as men vary. What is roc
of the dullest, dreariest kind to one man may he i
to another. Ideals are relative in different individ
and to the individual himself at different stage
hi* life. Education enlarges our views, broadens
horizon, and gives us a wider range of facts |
which an ■deal may spring. And this should be
result of nn education, musical or otherwise: at
crease, not merely in accumulation of facts bu
(lower of adapting ourselves to our environment,
progress, and we must progress, will be a sueoe
rising to the higher planes of successive ideals
otherwise than this there is likely to he no'
progre**.
What is to bring about these successive hi
steps
Education, as suggested before. But the

and to-day is acknowledged leader in his specialty.
A noted English pianist says that her first experi¬
ence in the higher music was when a fine amateur
pianist of the neighborhood invited her to play duets.
The little girl was made acquainted with the masterworks of music at an early age, and never forsook
the ideals thus formed.
One of the pleasantest moments of my own life oc¬
curred recently when a young woman whom I had
not seen for a number of years told me that she dated
her impulse toward the higher levels of music to a
time when I presented her with a collection of the
easier classics on her graduation from high-school,
“Just when my taste was being formed, you gave me
what I needed, and what my teacher had not given.
So let us seek earnestly to know the ideals of our
pupils. Do not express surprise when they tell them
to you. much less ridicule them for having low ideals.
There is usually good reason why such should be the
ease. But the fault must not be yours if they remain
low. Tactfully, constantly, but carefully supply the
little impulses that lead to ambition, to realize idealsSelect those things for use that will themselves, un
obtrusively, but certainly, lead to a recognition of
higher planes. What yon have gained your pupils
may gain. Only try to make the way easier, smoother
for them, that they may the sooner reach your side,
and be happier still if they pass beyond yon. in their
turn to carry on your influence to future pupils.

I trcly and permanently teaeh only what I l'ave
assimilated, only what I am: the. rest is mere talk.
Anyone can collect a set of ideas and make them
one s stock-in-trade through the remainder of onelife. But the genuine teacher is ever progressive: he
does not borrow; he tells what life has meant for
him individually. Oftentimes when we say w*e oug
to do a thing, the appeal is merely that of habit or
conventionality, and not a moving of conscience.

“While these are interesting in their several ways,
they do not aim to present, in s systematic and philo¬
sophic order, the great mass of material which is best
calculated to give the student a clear as well as a
brood conception of musical interpretation. In these
respects, the Goodrich work is unique and without a
rival in musical literature. It is intended to be of
practical utility as a text-book, rather than a general
•esthetic summary of musical expression. But the
author is something more than a pedagogue, and he
does not rely upon arbitrary rules as a means of ac¬
complishing his purpose.
The first port of the book is quite elementary, and
the general tendency is liberal, progressive, and dis¬
criminating The price is 92.00 retail.

We hare a complete stock of Easter music, con¬
sisting of solos, duets, quartets, anthems, and can¬
tatas for the choir; and services, selections, and
carols for the Sunday school, which we will be pleased
to send “on selection" to parties desiring the same.

In another column will be found an ad vert i semen t
of two Bpecial premiums: Ladies’ desk and music
cabinet. The pictures in the advertisement will give
you some idea of these fine and useful articles for
the furnishing of the studio. We have given a num¬
ber of the cabinets as premiums, and they have given
most excellent satisfaction. We can thoroughly guar¬
antee both of these. We have made the number of
subscribers necessary to obtain these just as small as
we possibly could. They are two of the most valuable
and useful premiums that we have ever offered.
We will give the Ladies’ desk in either mahogany
or golden oak, polished and hand carved, for sixteen
subscriptions. The cabinet is in mahogany, inlaid
polished. We will give this for fourteen subscriptions’
Free sample copies will be sent to anyone desiring
them as an aid in obtaining subscriptions.

ua L „ r
n WU1 ** en'arSed *■* revis
Edward Waddington. Perhaps no other piai
Is another column will be found this advertisement:
"An Additional Offer to Our Subscribers to Secure
New Subscriptions to The Etude."
It will be found that, by the offering of these valu¬
able books at a very small advance over the price of
The Etude for the year, it will be much easier to
secure subscriptions than without it. This is not a
new plan. It has been used by a great many journals
with good effect We, however, have gone further
than has ever been done before, and in addition to
giving this book st less than its cost and sending it
postpaid either to the address of the subscriber or to
seme other address, we give the usual premium to the
person sending in such a subscription, just as though
the book was not given with the subscription.

H
im,
U3€d by the teaeher of t°-daj
this little book of Kohler, opus 249. It is, first
wieldy; secondly, it is interesting; and third!
m pnee. Our edition will contain all the e*
features of the original, and some valuable addi
added TOntaini"g the
T •' ,l|feW °f h* 'f>rt desirable numbers v
rf.mm.ted, and the whole book shaped to co
^
pnpil and -Wican ideas.
Waddm^ » a thorough, practical musician o
^Np^ence. Almost every teacher will want thi
“d ouL*P*«al offer will be in force c
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Price ,
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30 cents, postpaid. Thoto who have the book cl

desired. Any desired composition or exercise can be
presented to the c-lass at a trifling cost.
*

*

*

How many of our readers are satisfied with the
present development and flexibility of their hands?
No doubt everyone w ould like to improve in technical
ability, and what means are there, more simple, direct,
and certain, than the exercises afforded by the Bidwell Hand Exerciser? It weighs but two ounces, and
can be carried in the pocket; yet it is a complete
hand gymnasium with which every muscle can be
given a direct exercise. We would suggest that yon
give it a trial. Price, $2.00.
*

*

*

We have had considerable demand for blank charts,
viz.: large, heavy paper ruled with blank lines. Our
chart is 31 x 45 inches, ruled on both sides of the
paper, and has four staves, the lines of each staff
being one inch apart. The paper is the very best
rope manilla, and will stand any amount of use. For
illustrations in class lessons or lectures, these charts
will be very convenient. We have placed the pric6
of them at 5 cents, net, or 50 cents a dozen, net. We
have also the paper unruled, which can be used iu
connection with the staff ruler explained in another
“Publisher's Note.” The blank paper, 31x45 inches,
we sell at 35 cents per dozen.
#

*

*

Oub house is in a position to furnish, at all tbnes,
the best selected and most useful stock for the
quirements of teacher and student. We give prompt
and careful attention to all orders placed with us,
large or small,—and the success with which we have
met in pleasing our patrons is proved by the mauy
kind words of recommendation from those who have
dealt with us. We wish to thank our patrons for this
manifestation of good-will, and shall endeavor to
merit a continuance of their patronage. IVe a^k

28t®. Behrend. A. H.
Tha Gift
For
Soprano or,Tenor Grade III..
r« tMctMW uni meltal «s, this Christmas sons
will bs
to mu; To. nwloj; Is not dtOcult
sad cambism .Implicit; with beaut;.

2870. Brown. Omen Leo.
A Primrose.
Song for Medium Volos. Grade II,

I A'"P'toe With generous sentiment and simple
In construction. Also suitable for church use.
V

30 2892. Lane, G. M.

A aoog In every way calculated to compel interest

28<u. Lohr, F. N Love's Proving. Song
for Medium Voice. Grade III_

2871. Gray. Hamilton. The Golden Path¬
way. Song for High Volos. Grade

lni?riL?°*

30

9874 Bearl, Jean. The Lord ‘a My Shep¬
hard. Song for Medium Voice.
Grade It.......
Written wlthlw aa aasy ranee and wry mohailoua
Sar* *• bo thsaktelly neolvad in church or at homo.

3875. Watson. M , arranged by. Voices
of the Woods. Song fbr Medium
Voice. Grads III....
<***
,r* kw* —* to the bowuliftil
■toady la » by Rnhlasctoa. aad la vovy rShotira.

2878-W8a Robinson, Frances O. Songs
for Children at Home and at
School.
2876. The Farmer (Action Song■>
»77. Sleigh Song ..’
2878. Nutting Song (Action
Song) .....
28*9. Soldier Song (Action
Song: ....

2894. Moir

F.

Beet of All.

Medium Voice.

Song for

Grade III

Jjsanatassx3,,

2886 NI?rtrrdivii, L
Gtood-night.
Song
for Medium Voice. Grade IV
B

35

A newly invented machine lor ruling musical charts,
making the five lines of the staff w ith one impression.
Being simple in construction it is easily operated, and
charts which have heretofore been quite an item of ex¬
pense can be made on ordinary nmniiia paper at small cost.
35
The machine consists of a rotary impression roller in
contact with an inking roller supported by a nickel-plated
frame. The impression roller is well spaced, and with
wide lines makes a staff which is pleasant rather than
tiresome to the eye.
35
Neat, durable, and inexpensive, it is invaluable to
teachers, schools, conservatories, and wherever charts
are used.

PRICE, $1.00.
20
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«"*. dramatic climax and is
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33173. Hawley, O. B.
I Long For Yon.
Song for High Voice. Grade

~ SEWS

25

This UsAslnt; tntU.acam place; s hspp; musical
Umuhl souai u the snlmaaeau of the text, which la
by James Whitcombi Riley.
RUey

-S«2. Mtioller, J, Max. Love's Dally Ques¬
tion. Song for Low or Medium
Voice. Gratis III_..

When the Lights are

Low. Song for Medium Voice
Grade III.

30

289a PrM^Nc?U|^aV' My Mother Loves
Gra,lV°l‘ 80118 fOF Medium Voice.

^■■R
20

.1

40

BROWN’S

FAMOUS PICTURES
famous paintings
Portraits of Famous Composers. Musical Subject,
Easter Pictures, etc.

100 °"

LIFE OF CHRIST.
•so madonnas.
One Cent Each
__.
.
'*® for Si.oo.
n_ o'1!* 5K * S'

ADDHESS

THEO. PRESSER,

1708 Chestnut Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

Rscher's Pianos, Organs, Musical Instruments

VIOLIN SALE
Not a lot of cheap, gooti-for-nothing instruments, gath¬
ered to catch a few dollars, but the best money can buy.
e-very instrument sold under a full guarantee. Our object
** “?r introduction into the world of the “ player of the
violin, ’ to request him to call and test the grade of violins,
nndxngs and strings we sell, and to make it an object for
nun to com;. There are a few rare opportunities.
FINE MANDOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS,
OF ONLY GOOD GRADE

CHARLES H.
1710 Chestnut Street

FISCHER
Philadelphia, Pa-

1500 Sut,jects.

SUMMER ADVERTISING

SCHOOI
BROH>

*

<«.. H-verlj.

iiTLir- 1—rI,_ ^

Special Terms for April, M«f
June, and July issues under tins
head. Correspondence solicited

“THE ETUDE,” PHILADELPHIA, PA.

